THE ECONOMY OF INDO-CHINA
ASIATIC FOREIGNERS IN INDO-CHINA
The Chinese
When Annam had shaken off China's domination in the fifteenth
century, the Chinese in the country became legally, though not spiritu-
ally, foreigners. Those along the Northern frontier turned bandit, while
another group, former Minh partisans, asked the Emperor of Annam
for refuge in Cochin-China, where they settled near the Gulf of Siam.
These Southern Chinese participated, and with profit, in the inter-
minable Annamite-Khmer wars, and founded along with the later
flourishing ports of Hatien, Rach-gia, Caman, the most important rice
market in the country at Cholon. It was the Chinese who first colonized
the Mekong delta, for not until 1699 did the Annamites place there
an administration of their own,
Under Gia-Iong, for the first time, the Chinese infiltration took
oa the proportions of a migration. Usually they came in groups and took
up commerce in the towns. Because of the prestige they enjoyed, the
Chinese had a very favourable position, contrary to the usual Annamite
attitude towards foreigners. The Annamite reaction, in general, was
more of admiration than of affection. He called the Chinese respectfully
amy uncle,' * whereas the Chinese, in the imperial tradition, still thought-
fully referred to the Annamite as the tail of a rat. When the Emperor
Tu-duc had to deal with the French and simultaneously with a tob-
kiaese rebellion, he gave the Northern provinces of Quang-yen, Son-
tay, and Thai-Nguyen over to the Chinese partisans from Yunnan
who were, at least officially, helping him against the rebels. Thus in
the North and in the South, as well as in the towns of Aimam, the
Chinese firmly entrenched themselves.
The Chinese infiltration into Cambodia was of long and indefinite
standing. Unlike those who went to Annara to make money and thai
return to China, the Chinese who came to Cambodia remained there
and mixed with the population, devoting themselves less to commerce
than to farming. The Khmer code never especially favoured the
Chinese, for Cambodia had never been a vassal state. Each foreign
group had its leader, but his powers never exceeded those of
discipline. From other viewpoints* notably the fiscal^ the Chinese were
assimilated to the Kimteis, and aside from minor restrictions
enjoyed the sanie civil rights. They live unevenly distributed
die country, and f0rm about a tenth of the total popubtsao,
tea thousand of &#& live at Rwm-Penh, which        a

